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I N TRODU C T I O N

Shell

» Alternatives to fossil fuels represent low carbon dioxide sources of energy. But they are not yet economically competitive with conventional sources. Over the next 30 years, they will become an increasingly important part of the world’s energy solutions and may grow to supply
around one-third of the world’s demand for energy by 2050. Shell is the largest distributor of biofuels, and one of the biggest investors in
wind energy, as well as an investor in second-generation biofuels, thin-film solar cells and hydrogen.
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Shell

S I GN ATU R E

» The BioShell signature is based off of the design of the Shell symbol. The yellow body object with a red border. Instead off a shell a head of
wheat is used to represent the biofuel side of BioShell. The Type is the same as the Shell logo, Arial Black. The word Bio is left as just a border
to separate it from the rest of the logo type.

» Wheat Symbol

» BioShell Logo

Shell
» BioShell Logo with type

Shell

REAL ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR THE REAL WORLD.
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Shell

P OS TE R S

» My poster series is based on large images of the different areas of BioShell’s new energy sources. Using the same transparent bar to a short
fact about this specific area of BioShell. In the background are drawings of technical aspects of the technology being used. The title of the
poster is also drawn in the same manner and placed inside the drawing.

» Offshore Wind | series A

Shell

real energy solutions for the real world.

Wind is one of the cleanest sources of energy available. It is renewable and increasingly costeffective as a means of generating electricity. Wind farm projects on land, however, can cause
objections to be raised because of their visual impact or proximity to homes. At sea that is less
of a problem. It is windier, too.
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WE B S I T E

Shell

» The BioShell Website is based on the same large detailed image in the background with the transparent block on top for type. Each area of
BioShell's alternative fuel sources have a link to a detailed page with information about Shell's current progress in the specific area, and a history of developments made throughout the research process. There are also links to other web pages that cover the same topics by others.

» BioShell Website | home page
www.bioshell.com

Shell Websites

Shell

Accessibility | Help | Contact | Sitemap

Search

real energy solutions for the real world
Alternative Energy Sources
Alternatives to fossil fuels represent low carbon dioxide sources of energy. But they are not yet economically competitive with conventional sources.
Over the next 30 years, they will become an increasingly important part of the world’s energy solutions and may grow to supply around one-third of
the world’s demand for energy by 2050. Shell is the largest distributor of biofuels, and one of the biggest investors in wind energy, as well as an investor
in second-generation biofuels, thin-film solar cells and hydrogen.

Offshore Wind

E85 Ethonal

Sited in the North Sea, Shell’s first offshore wind
farm provides enough power to supply more
than 100,000 homes.

Shell is developing new biofuels by converting
waste biomass such as woodchips and straw
into cellulose ethanol.

Solar Energy

GTL Fuel

Shell is involved in the development and production of CIS thin film technology, which converts the sun’s power into electricity.

This Technology is based on the gas-to-liquids
(GTL) process, which creates a ‘middle distillate’,
that can be blended effectively with today’s
diesel fuel.

Carbon Capture

Hydrogen Fuel

Shell is developing cost-effective new technologies and solutions for capturing and storing
carbon dioxide safely underground.

Shell Hydrogen is exploring how hydrogen-related technologies and applications can potentially reduce transport emissions and increase
energy security.

Terms and Conditions | Privacy Policy
Use of, and copying from, this site is subject to our terms and conditions. Please read our privacy policy.
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S I GN AG E

Shell

» BioShell billboards will be a main signage used. The billboards will use large images and transparent strips to place type in. The Wheat Symbol will be large and the BioShell logo will be as well. Not a lot of information will be given but the web site will be on them somewhere.

» Wheat Billboard
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B ROCH U R E

Shell

» The BioShell brochure highlights the different areas of BioShell developments and technology. Each page is dedicated to a specific area of
BioShell alternative energy sources.

» BioShell Brochure | cover

Shell
Shell

real energy solutions for the real world

E85 Ethanol

» BioShell Brochure | spreads

Wind is one of the cleanest sources
of energy available. It is renewable
and increasingly cost-effective as
a means of generating electricity. Wind farm projects on land,
however, can cause objections to
be raised because of their visual
impact or proximity to homes. At
sea that is less of a problem. It is
windier, too.
As a wind farm faceing the full force
of the North Sea gales, the offshore
wind park Egmond aan Zee has
been built to last. Shell’s offshore
technical experience with oil and
gas platforms helped ensure that

Shell has long been involved in the
production, storage and distribution
of ethanol and is now developing
greener ways of producing it that are
more energy efficient. Cellulose ethanol is an advanced biofuel. Traditionally, ethanol is a distilled fermentation
product from foods such as corn, sugar
cane and potatoes, but cellulose ethanol is made from waste plant fibre such
as corn stalks, straw and, potentially,
woodchips and does not compete for
the world’s food supplies. In 1908, automotive pioneer Henry Ford designed
his revolutionary Model T to run on either gasoline or ethanol. Gasoline has

the 115-tonne turbines will withstand the harshest weather.

Offshore Wind
Shell

since dominated the transport sector,
but today there is resurgent interest in
ethanol as countries seek more-secure
and cleaner-burning alternative fuels.
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GTL Fuel

The conversion of natural gas into liq-

uid fuels is an attractive option to commercialise abundant gas reserves. Gas
to Liquids (GTL), with virtually unlimited markets, offers a new way to unlock
remote gas reserves, complementary
to other traditional technologies such
as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and
pipelines.
GTL technology is capable of converting natural gas into clean products

Solar Energy

for use as fuels or chemical feedstock.
GTL products are virtually pure paraffinic hydrocarbons that have excellent
combustion properties and burn with
a smooth, controlled flame.

When it comes to energy, it is easy to be a sun worshipper. Solar power
converts the sun’s abundant rays into quiet, emission-free energy. Those

are compelling qualities in a world of booming energy demand, anxiety
over fossil fuel supplies and environmental concerns.

Shell
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Carbon
Capture

Carbon dioxide has long been injected
into the ground to coax more oil from reservoirs. Now Shell is working to develop
cost-effective technologies to capture
manmade carbon emissions, from power
plants and refineries, for example, and
store them safely underground.
CO2 is already captured for
use in some industrial processes, but the high cost and
substantial extra energy required present serious hurdles to widespread use. Moreover, questions remain about
whether CO2 stored underground could eventually leak
out. Shell is working with
industry and government
partners to find the most costeffective solutions to the technical challenges involved.

Shell
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Hydrogen
Fuel
Shell is the only energy company
building hydrogen infrastructure
in the three key markets of the
USA, Europe and Asia.We have
already introduced hydrogen to
cities around the world through
our demonstration projects in
Washington DC (USA), Amsterdam (the Netherlands), Reykjavik
(Iceland), Luxembourg and Tokyo (Japan), and, shortly, Shanghai. Each site is different and has
given us insight into the best way
to bring hydrogen to market.
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TR A N S P O R TAT I O N

Shell

» BioShell transportation is based on cars that are fuel efficient and pared with companies who share our view of eco-friendly operation. All
BioShell vehicles run on either E85 Ethanol or GTL fuel.

» BioShell Toyota Yaris | E85 Ethanol

» BioShell VW Jetta | GTL Deisal
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OTH E R

Shell

» Shell wants to expand BioShell's ideals to all levels of the fuel industry, helping consumers become eco-friendly and preserving th

» BioShell Gas Card
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